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Be_olitik est né de l’envie commune de concevoir des projets
de communication visuelle singuliers en proposant un vaste champ
d’exploration graphique grâce à nos savoir-faire complémentaires,
notre créativité et notre expérience : identité visuelle, illustration,
édition, photographie, web design, affiches, rapports d’activité,
brochures, promotion culturelle et institutionnelle…
_
_

Notre réseau de partenaires et fournisseurs nous permet
de travailler en équipe, en proposant l’éventail des compétences
nécessaires pour mener à bien tous vos projets.
Bénédicte Estripeau & Olivier Combres,
co-fondateurs
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Let's go back to our diagram and the categories
that address users and uses.

INTERFACE
Intermediary

Fig. 6

materialise in the object on the other – are grouped
into three different types of objects/interfaces:
The first is the delegated object, to which we
entrust certain tasks that we could accomplish
without it. As Bruno Latour says on the subject of
the automatic Groom (door-closer) replacing the
human groom, almost all our objects are our representatives.
As an extension of this capability to replace us,
the object-prosthesis performs actions we could not
do without it.
Finally, we come to the accessory object, which
isn't as necessary as the previous ones, rather an
auxiliary that makes our lives easier.
I m not a theorist, so I see things in a simple,
or even simplistic, way. My definition admittedly imperfect and partial of an industrial design object is as follows: an object thought up
by a human being to improve the lives of other
human beings and to be manufactured industrially by machines. Anything that helps people live
better interests me that e plains why I don t
like decorative objects. A chair has to perform
the function of a chair and if it s nice to look at,
that s a plus. For me, the idea of an object being a prosthesis is essential, it should provide
something e tra or better to human beings.
Objects that aren t the e tension of a hand, foot, body or
even a thought or that don t have anything to say don t interest me.
Coming back to the interface, are you
interested in whether a telephone fits well in your
hand or if the ergonomics of its keypad help or
hinder its use?

DELEGATES

PROSTHESIS

ACCESSOR

Complementary

Complementary

Au iliary
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Design Publications
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Dreyfuss telephone

semiotics

Again, my collection only contains the most
important phones in the history of telephony, the
latest addition is Apple s revolutionary iPhone.
In fact, you waver between your different selection criteria: landmarks, major social and cultural
trends, shapes, styles and industrial aesthetic.
I own the very first Macintosh because it was
revolutionary, and not that bad-looking. Its shape
isn t particularly beautiful or original, but it was
a real landmark and the first of a family of products. I haven t got a single Dell but I ve collected all
the iMacs because, in terms of their shape, each
is more beautiful than the previous one as for
the functions, they stay the same. I own most of
Apple s most interesting products, though I didn t
keep the Laser writer , it was just a big block of
grey plastic.

I d like to display them side by side in an e hibition in order to show the similarity of their shapes
and also their links with science fiction this aspect
is very important to me. Depending on the period,
fashion, trends and fads, objects that are completely different can have similar shapes: an iron
shaped like a microphone, which looks like a skyscraper, which is a copy of a lighter, etc. It s ama ing how many objects resemble animals or human
beings. I d love to do an e hibition that highlights
connections, parallels and similarities of shape,
colours, etc. Along the same lines, I ve compiled a
list of objects inspired by galactic aesthetics. Since
the thirties, and particularly since the
s, things
that are modern have generally made reference to
space, rockets, planes and jets. Garden sprinklers
in the shape of space rockets, flying saucer heaters, atomic juicers, etc. Creativity knows no bounds

semiotics of

design
product

Let's move on to usage. On this level, the categories are more difficult to define because, here,
pragmatic and semantic superpositions and intersections are more complex.
On one side, we've put 'tools' and 'machines'

Tool
Machine
pro

Appliance

Fig. 7

Gadget
curios

USAGE FUNCTIONS VALUES

As indicated in the previous analysis, the
corpus of publications dedicated to the overlap
between semiotics and product design spans
from
to the present. The comparison of the
obtained diachronic curves demonstrates the similar evolutions of both fields graphic design and
product design . Therefore, our chronological approaches and the period breakdown are identical.
In both analyses, the conte tual prism of Design
Studies and semiotics was crucial in our interpretation of the uantitative data.
The first period, the Pioneer group, includes
work published from
through
. The second period, which encompasses the emergence of
Design Studies, runs from
to
. It appears
important to note that the Product Semantic is
a paradigm shift specific to Product design, which
occurred during this same period. Since this turn,
design has been described as both a mediator and a
motor of today s global economy. Drawing together work published from
through
, the
last period seems to confirm an increasing interest

in applying semiotic theory to product design as illustrated by the ongoing development of research
in computer sciences and artificial intelligence, information sciences, communication sciences, HCI
(Human-Computer Interaction and, not least of
all, design. Though the number of publications
appears to drop off after
, we anticipate that
this is a result of the time re uired for a recently
published article or book to become referenced in
databases and libraries.

Toys
Utensil
Companion

On this subject, see : Jan Hadlaw
. The design contest : the function, form, and meaning of the Bell telephone,
B. & Belkhamsa, S. Dir.
. Objets & Communication. MEI - . Paris: L Harmattan. P.
.
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Design Product
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Pioneers. 1936-1982
As early as
, in his Costume as sign", Petr
Bogatyrev asserts that clothing can be considered
both an object and a sign. Susann Vihma accredits him with the initiative to study objects as signs.
Two years later, Charles Morris
, initially invited to the New Bauhaus by Las lo Moholy-Nagy,
elaborated a behaviorist approach to semiotics
greatly inspired by C. S. Peirce. During the
s,
the founding of the ULM school allowed Tomas
Maldonaldo
,
, Gui Bonsiepe
, Abra-

Several publications, such as Production as représentations : a semiotic and aesthetic study of design product Vihma
, The semantic
turn : a new foundation for design Krippendorff
et most recently Objet et Communication dir. Darras & Belkhamsa
have
identified and validated the e istence of this group.
e intentionally chose to cast aside most of the literature in this field and focused solely on that which dealt with Computational Semiotic.
A selection of Nadin and Maier work was therefore included.
Petr Bogatyrev is a Russian ethnographer who was a member of Russia s structuralist movement. Influenced by Saussure, his projects
focused on the construction of meaning through cultural objects, in particular folk costumes. He belonged to the Moscow linguistic
Circle. See Velingerova.M, D.
. The Geopolitics of Signs. in The Semiotic Review of Books. Editorial, .Volume
. : viewed on - .
http: //projects.chass.utoronto.ca/semiotics/srb/ - edit.html
See Vihma, S.
. Products as Representations. A semiotic and aesthetic study of design products diss . Publication Series of the University of Art and Design Helsinki UIAH, A .
Vihma
, Poisson
, Burdek
.
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At the moment, I m looking for a Ne T , the
first computer designed by Steve Jobs in around
after he left Apple. It s a black cube, along the
same lines as the television that Marco Zanuso and
Richard Sapper designed for Brionvega in
, the
model ST
known as Black Cubo.
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Semiotics through design product
and graphic design
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ell, that goes without saying, it s compulsory. If it isn t suitable for human beings to use, then
people won t adapt themselves to the object... or
only briefly because it would be a commercial disaster. Objects have to be user-friendly or else they
will be rejected en masse. Take telephony as an e ample the first telephones were reserved for a
small elite who had a line, you had to go through
an operator, use both hands, etc. Technical progress automated that side of things and hid it from
the general public Standard, etc . Then the boss of
AT&T American Bell Telephone Company before
its monopoly was broken up asked Henry Drey-

5

fuss to design a simpler, more convenient, more ergonomic phone. He went on to create the bakelite
model which became a worldwide standard and
5
lasted until the arrival of the cordless telephone.
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In fact, these tunnels are chains or themes that
structure your collection. I imagine they guide your
research and your purchases.
The two go together. I don t buy an object just
because it s orange, made of plastic or cast aluminium or
simply because it would lengthen one of the tunnels . But
it generally turns out that if it s orange and plastic, it is likely
to be from the
s and its shape will be strongly influenced by the aesthetics of that decade.

In this field, the object is increasingly considered
as an interface, a device of intercommunication between humans and non-humans and, more and
more, between the objects themselves. That's why
we delegate the task of holding liquid to a container,
simply because it can do this better than our hand.
In order to do that, the object has to fit the size and
shape of our hand, not slip out of it, etc. These interfaces – intermediaries between our skills, needs
and desires on the one hand and the functions that

Human-centeredness has been elaborated since this essay was originally written, culminating in a book The Semantic Turn, A New
Foundation for Design Krippendorff,
. The latter concludes with a proposal for a science for design, presenting the philosophical
foundation of human-centeredness, four theories of meaning of artifacts, aims of human-centered design research, design methods,
and evaluative techni ues. This essay emphasi es design education as part of the paradigm shift we observe.
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I ve got a do en or so of these systems that
have been put together and identified in the collection database. I call them tunnels . In addition
to office and household items, I collect communicating objects of media aesthetics. Some gardening objects are fabulous too.
I also collect objects by material and colour. I
have a weakness for cast aluminium and the colour orange. I particularly collect orange, plastic
objects. In Europe, for the last forty years, plastic
and composite materials have taken the lead.

This paper draws on a recently published history of paradigmatic design problems. It argues
that we are in transition from a culture that was
dominated by science modernism and the belief
in the goodness of technology, to a culture that,
while ushered by information technologies, recogni es design as a human virtue and as its primary organi ing feature constructivism . To this
end, it offers several propositions of an epistemologically informed and, hence, human-centered
approach to design . It culminates in a sketch of
what design education should and can contribute
to this new culture.
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Office equipment and the domestic sphere can
both be termed systems of objects, but are your purchases and collection determined by such systems?
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52

Quelques références…

_
_

Paris College of Art (PCA) - 13/14, 12/13, 11/12, 10/11 - Design graphique « Undergraduate Catalog » 1314, 1213, 1112, 1011, portraits photo des
enseignants et étudiants, Création du catalogue « LookBook », « Atelier of Ar t» - Revue Collection - 2012, 2011 - Création de l’identité graphique
de la revue et design graphique des 5 revues - Théâtre de Vanves - saisons 18/19, 17/18, 16/17, 15/16, 14/15, 13/14, 12/13, 11/12… Création du
visuel saison, design graphique des affiches et différents outils de communication - Festival Artdanthé - saisons 18/19, 17/18, 16/17, 15/16, 14/15,
13/14, 12/13, 11/12… Création du visuel saison, design graphique des affiches et différents outils de communication - Collectif DRAO - 2012 Création de l’identité visuelle et design graphique du site internet : ww.drao.fr - Création cartes de vœux - Elancourt - Ferme du Mousseau - saison
08/09 - Création du visuel saison, design graphique des affiches et autre supports. - Centre culturel de Villiers-le-Bel - 2015, 2014, 2013, 2012,
2011… Création du visuel saison, design graphique des affiches et autre supports. - Ville de Vanves - Création de campagne de communication,
Voeux de la ville, Village des Terrroirs - Centre culturel de Jouy-le-Moutier - saisons 09/10, 08/09 Création du visuel saison, design graphique
des affiches et autre supports. - Théâtre de Suresnes - saisons 09/10, 08/09, 07/08, 06/07, 05/06, 04/05, 03/04… Création du visuel saison,
design graphique des affiches et autre supports. Editions des Braques - Design de la Collection de livre-cd/vidéo « Oh! », 8 ouvrages déja parus Conception graphique de livres-cd (Henri Dès, Steve Waring, Hubert Reeves…) - CNCDH (Comité Consultatif des Droits de l’Homme) - 2015,
2014, 2013 - Conception graphique du Rapport d’activité - Centre Culturel de Sevran - saisons 09/10, 08/09, 07/08, 06/07… Création du visuel
saison, design graphique des affiches et autre supports. - CUPA - 16/17, 15/16, 14/15, 13/14, 12/13 - Design graphique du catalogue annuel, création
photo de couverture, portraits desétudiants et reportage photographique in situ - Victorie Music - Design graphique d’albums CD (Alain Schneider,
Sophie Forte, Robinson, David Sire, Carlo Bondi…) - Librairie « Le renard & l’entonnoir » - Design graphique du site internet - Journées de
musique ancienne de Vanves - 2017, 2016, 2015, 2014, 2013 - Création du visuel saison, design graphique des affiches…
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